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ABSTRACT 

Hamartoma of the breast is a rare benign breast lesion which is unfamiliar to 

most clinicians, although the mammographic features are usually characteristic. 

Hamartomas are composed of ducts, lobules, fat and fibrous tissue. These benign 

lesions are likely to be increasingly diagnosed because of routine screening and 

hence clinical awareness is paramount to prevent these lesions from being over

treated. 
A patient who presented with a soft mobile breast lump which was later 

diagnosed to be a giant breast hamartoma is presented along with a brief review 

of the current literature. 

MJIRI, Vol. 14, No.2, 187-189, 2000. 

INTRODUCTION 

Breast hamartomas are relatively rare benign tumor-like 
lesions which result more from breast dysgenesis than from 

a tumoral process. Histologically, they are composed of fi
brous tissue, fat, lobules and ducts. 

Previous mammographic reports have characterized 

these lesions as well-delineated masses composed of 
fibroglandular and fatty tissue.lo Surgical excision can usu

ally be avoided when a classic appearance of a well-cir
cumscribed mass clearly characterized by fatty and glan

dular tissue density is noted on the mammogram.9 
These benign lesions may go unrecognized by the pa

thologist because they show all the constituents of normal 
breast tissue and may be reported as "no pathological diag
nosis" or "normal breast tissue", which are inappropriate 

diagnoses for a lesion that presents as a palpable well-cir
cumscribed J)1ass9 

CASE REPORT 

A 28 year old woman was admitted in October 1998 

because of a soft palpable left breast lump. In physical ex
amination, there was a large clinically palpable mass thought 
to be approximately 10 cm in size in the inner lower quad

rant of her left breast, causing considerable asymmetry of 
her breasts. The mass wasn't painful, had a firm cons is-
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tency and there was no nipple or skin abnormality. 

Ultrasonography didn't show any discrete mass lesion, 
although the mass was completely palpable. So a mammo
gram was performed which demonstrated a large well-de

fined mass occupying almost one-quadrant of the breast. 

The mass was confined by a thin capsule, and appeared to 
contain fat and mUltiple small soft tissue densities-the typi
cal radiographic appearance of a breast hamartoma. 

In September 1998, surgical excision was performed 
because of the large size of the mass in her left breast. The 
cut surface of this well-circumscribed mass measured 10 

cm x 7 cm. The microscopic appearance was characteris
tic of breast hamartoma, with a sharp circumscribed 

"pseudocapsule" surrounding breast fibroconnective tissue 

with variable amounts of glandular elements and adipose 

tissues. 

DISCUSSION 

The breast hamartom a, also known as the 
lipofibroadenoma or fibroadenol ipoma, 1.10 is a rare benign 
lesion of the breast. There have been few reviews of this 
entity in the literature. This pathologic entity consists of a 
well circumscribed benign mass composed of variable 
amounts of glandular tissue, fat, and dense fibro-connec

tive tissue with associated ducts.�11 Many pathologists will 

not recognize the entire lesion, but only the adenomatous 
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portion, which will be called simply fibroadenoma. 
Pathologically, the variable proportion of fat and fibrous 

connective tissue results in variation of the gross appear
ance of the tumor. Tumors that are largely fibrous have a 
white to gray cut surface with a firm rubbery texture. In 
contrast, tumors with larger proportions of fat are yellow 
or mottled yellow-gray and have a texture more compa
rable to that of the normal breast. I 

The microscopic appearance of breast hamartomas cor
respond to their gross appearance.4,7 Lesions that are grossly 
firm, rubbery, and white consist largely of dense 
fibroconnective tissue with variable amounts of glandular 
elements with little adipose tissue. Softer, pale, and yellow 
lesions contain more adipose tissue. A consistent and im
portant diagnostic feature is the presence of lobules and 
ducts, in contrast to fibroadenoma in which lobules are of
ten absent or rareY In most hamartomas microscopic find
ings usually parallel the radiographic pattern specifically; 
if the tumor appears uniformly dense, the microscopic pat
tern is uniformly fibrous, and if the tumor has a heterog
enous appearance, the microscopic pattern is fibrofatty. 

The pathologic diagnosis of breast hamartoma is usu
ally difficult, and many studies emphasize that fine needle 
aspiration and cytology of the smears is not dia�ostic for 
hamartomas.8 

Breast hamartomas usually occur in young women, but 
may occur after menopause. Patients often present with a 
palpable breast nodule or mass, which may be first detected 
during self examination or by a physician. The lesion may 
present as a large soft well-defined lump, causing consid
erable asymmetry of the breast. 14 

Some authors have debated the role of pregnancy and 
lactation in the pathogenesis of hamartomas. It may be that 
the changes in breast size after pregnancy facilitates the 
discovery of hamartomas. 10.11 

Mammographically, hamartomas have been described 
by Hessler et al.lo as having a characteristic appearance of 
a well-circumscribed mass composed of dysplastic mam
mary tissue mixed with fat. In 1978 Crothers5 in a review 
of breast hamartomas, noted generally large, well circum
scribed masses of mixed density, but stressed the absence 
of a true capsule. Indeed the lesion is surrounded by a fi- , 
brotic pseudocapsule. 

Breast hamartomas may have a specific radiographic 
appearance that, when present, should not by missed.9,'0 In 
mammography, the hamartoma usually presents as a round 
or oval mass with a thin walled pseudocapsule, containing 
primarily fat. Interspersed in the fat are multiple masses 
with soft tissue density. These small masses usually repre
sent fibroadenomas. At times the fibroadenomas appear to 
make up the major portion of the mass.6•10 The composition 
of these lesions may vary from very lucen� (may be con
fused with a lipoma) to nearly totally dense (may be con
fused with a fibroa<lenoma).9 Hamartomas may also be 
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Fig. 1. Axillary view of the breast demonstrates a large well-cir
cumscribed mass in the lower portion. The mass has mixed den
sity and the suggestion of a capsule, which are classic mammo
graphic findings of a hamartoma. 

detectable as nonspecific mammographic masses.9,15 
A study by Helvis showed that on mammography, about 

47% of these lesions had a characteristic appearance, 35% 
were nonspecific nodules (smooth bordered, round or oval 
shaped, mixed or uniform density, but not typical for hama
rtoma) and 18% were suspicious (mixed density, but ill
defined borders) and sometimes mimicked malignant breast 
lesions.9 

Another rmding is that as the lesion �nlarges, surround
ing breast tissue is compressed. These lesions may or may 
not have a halo, which is attributed to compressed surround
ing fatY 

It appears tfiat many hamartomas can be clearly identi
fied via breast ultrasound. The breast sonographer should 
be aware of the spectrum of appearances that may occur.3 
The sonographic appearance is not specific. Review of the 
literature shows that the most frequent sonographic appear
ance of breast hamartoma is a somewhat heterogenous 
hypoechoic mass, enhanced through transmission with dis
tal shadowing. 1,13 

Mendlson reports that hamartomas may show increased 
or mixed echogenicity and posterior shadowing.'2 Some
times the mass is slightly hypoechoic and almost blends 
into the background breast parenchyma. In this type, 
sonography usually is negative although the mass is pal
pable.7 

When a breast abnormality has the mammographic ap
pearance of a hamartoma, it may be counterproductive to 
perform additional breast ultrasound.3 

Breast hamartoma is a benign lesion, but will continue 
to grow; some have been found to be as large as 70 cm in 
diameter. 10 There are no reported cases of malignancy. In 
summary, if in a mammography, a breast mass contains ar
eas of fatty and fibroglandular densities surrounded by a 
fibrotic pseudocapsule, it is a hamartoma.9 
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The pathologist should be alerted to the radiographic 
diagnosis when these lesions are removed, as they are some
times difficult to remove intact, and a correct histologic 
report may not be made.1o Indeed a correct diagnosis of 
hamartoma relies on clinical, radiological and pathological 
criteria. 

Fig. 2. Histologic specimen shows an adenolipomatous hamar
toma with predominant fatty component, which created the ap

pearance of mixed density in mammography (Hematoxylin
Eosin,x58). 
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